Joint Draft Text Modifications

Required to Codify Agreed Provisions

- Unresolved major issues are addressed in new Protocol (to be drafted)
  - Commitment to continue negotiations on unresolved issues
  - Goal of reaching further agreement before Interim Agreement expires (October 3, 1977)
  - Backfire and cruise missiles of less than intercontinental range not limited for time being
  - Mobile ICBMs permitted and counted
  - Deployment could be delayed
  - Non-transfer and non-circumvention issues postponed

- Modifications to current Joint Draft Text (attached)
  - Delete reference to Backfire
  - Limit air-to-surface ballistic missiles, not air-to-surface missiles
  - Delete Soviet proposed ban on SLCMs
  - Delete non-circumvention and non-transfer articles
    - Insert cruise missile definition
    - Codify ban on ALCMs on aircraft other than heavy bombers
    - Accept ban on ASBMs on aircraft other than heavy bombers, but allow side to designate certain of its aircraft as heavy bombers (e.g., C-5A for air mobile ICBMs)

- Other bracketed text in JDT
  - Other unresolved issues should be negotiable prior to signing of executive agreement including heavy ICBM definition, MIRV verification.

Attachment: Modified Joint Draft Text

(only pages 4, 5, 13, 14, 18 and 19 are modified)
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Agreement Between
The United States of America and
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the
Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms

The United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, hereinafter referred to as the Parties,

Conscious that nuclear war would have devastating consequences for all mankind,

Proceeding from the Basic Principles of Relations Between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics of May 29, 1972,

Attaching particular significance to the limitation of strategic arms and determined to continue their efforts begun with the Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems which entered into force on October 3, 1972, and which is of unlimited duration, and the Interim Agreement on Certain Measures with Respect to the Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms which entered into force on October 3, 1972 and which will remain in force until October 3, 1977,

Convinced that the additional measures limiting strategic offensive arms provided for in this Agreement will contribute to the improvement of relations between the Parties, help to reduce the risk of outbreak of nuclear war and strengthen international peace and security,

Mindful of their obligations under Article VI of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons,

Guided by the principle of equality and equal security,

At the suggestion of the U.S. side, the term "Agreement" is used in the Joint Draft Text without prejudice to the form of the document which shall be decided by the Governments.

Footnotes designated by an asterisk are formally agreed by the sides to be included in the text; footnotes designated by a + sign are for informational purposes.
Recognising that the strengthening of strategic stability meets the interests of the Parties and the interests of international security,

Reaffirming their desire to take measures for the further limitation and for the reduction of strategic arms, having in mind the goal of achieving general and complete disarmament,

Declaring their intention to undertake in the near future negotiations to limit further and to reduce strategic offensive arms,

Have agreed as follows:

\[\text{This designation throughout the text indicates a U.S. proposal.}^{2}\]

\[\text{This designation throughout the text indicates a Soviet proposal.}^{3}\]

\[\text{Agreed in the Drafting Working Group on August 7.}\]
ARTICLE I

Each Party undertakes, in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement to limit strategic offensive arms quantitatively and qualitatively, to exercise restraint in the development of new types of strategic offensive arms, and to adopt other measures provided for by this Agreement.
For the purposes of this Agreement:

1. An intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) launcher [1] [a] [3] [6] [12] [2] [4] [6] [8] land-based [2] [1] [9] [5] [2] [4] [6] [8] [10] [12] [14] [16] [18] [20] [22] [24] [26] [28] [30] [32] [34] [36] [38] [40] [42] [44] [46] [48] [50] [52] [54] [56] [58] [60] [62] [64] [66] [68] [70] [72] [74] [76] [78] [80] [82] [84] [86] [88] [90] [92] [94] [96] [98] [100] [102] [104] [106] [108] [110] [112] [114] [116] [118] [120] [122] [124] [126] [128] [130] [132] [134] [136] [138] [140] [142] [144] [146] [148] [150] [152] [154] [156] [158] [160] [162] [164] [166] [168] [170] [172] [174] [176] [178] [180] [182] [184] [186] [188] [190] [192] [194] [196] [198] [200] [202] [204] [206] [208] [210] [212] [214] [216] [218] [220] [222] [224] [226] [228] [230] [232] [234] [236] [238] [240] [242] [244] [246] [248] [250] [252] [254] [256] [258] [260] [262] [264] [266] [268] [270] [272] [274] [276] [278] [280] [282] [284] [286] [288] [290] [292] [294] [296] [298] [300] [302] [304] [306] [308] [310] [312] [314] [316] [318] [320] [322] [324] [326] [328] [330] [332] [334] [336] [338] [340] [342] [344] [346] [348] [350] [352] [354] [356] [358] [360] [362] [364] [366] [368] [370] [372] [374] [376] [378] [380] [382] [384] [386] [388] [390] [392] [394] [396] [398] [400] [402] [404] [406] [408] [410] [412] [414] [416] [418] [420] [422] [424] [426] [428] [430] [432] [434] [436] [438] [440] [442] [444] [446] [448] [450] [452] [454] [456] [458] [460] [462] [464] [466] [468] [470] [472] [474] [476] [478] [480] [482] [484] [486] [488] [490] [492] [494] [496] [498] [500] [502] [504] [506] [508] [510] [512] [514] [516] [518] [520] [522] [524] [526] [528] [530] [532] [534] [536] [538] [540] [542] [544] [546] [548] [550] [552] [554] [556] [558] [560] [562] [564] [566] [568] [570] [572] [574] [576] [578] [580] [582] [584] [586] [588] [590] [592] [594] [596] [598] [600] [602] [604] [606] [608] [610] [612] [614] [616] [618] [620] [622] [624] [626] [628] [630] [632] [634] [636] [638] [640] [642] [644] [646] [648] [650] [652] [654] [656] [658] [660] [662] [664] [666] [668] [670] [672] [674] [676] [678] [680] [682] [684] [686] [688] [690] [692] [694] [696] [698] [700] [702] [704] [706] [708] [710] [712] [714] [716] [718] [720] [722] [724] [726] [728] [730] [732] [734] [736] [738] [740] [742] [744] [746] [748] [750] [752] [754] [756] [758] [760] [762] [764] [766] [768] [770] [772] [774] [776] [778] [780] [782] [784] [786] [788] [790] [792] [794] [796] [798] [800] [802] [804] [806] [808] [810] [812] [814] [816] [818] [820] [822] [824] [826] [828] [830] [832] [834] [836] [838] [840] [842] [844] [846] [848] [850] [852] [854] [856] [858] [860] [862] [864] [866] [868] [870] [872] [874] [876] [878] [880] [882] [884] [886] [888] [890] [892] [894] [896] [898] [900] [902] [904] [906] [908] [910] [912] [914] [916] [918] [920] [922] [924] [926] [928] [930] [932] [934] [936] [938] [940] [942] [944] [946] [948] [950] [952] [954] [956] [958] [960] [962] [964] [966] [968] [970] [972] [974] [976] [978] [980] [982] [984] [986] [988] [990] [992] [994] [996] [998] [1000]
country vehicles, which are based on the use of electronic or other computers in combination with devices which after extraction from the booster rocket provide the front end or country vehicles with maneuvering and staving capabilities by means of jet (rocket) engines or aerodynamic systems, or by means of other devices for aiding the country vehicles."

16. An ICBM, SLSH, or ASRM equipped with a NIRV system is any ICBM, SLSH, or ASRM with a booster which is of a type that has been flight-tested one or more times with a NIRV system."

7. A heavy ICBM is any ICBM which has a volume or throw-weight greater than that of the largest intercontinental ICBM deployed by either Party prior to the date of signature of this Agreement."

Insert: "A cruise missile is any nuclear-armed, unmanned, self-propelled guided missile which sustains flight through use of aerodynamic lift over most of its flight path."
1. Each Party undertakes to limit land-based ICBM launchers, SLBM launchers, heavy bombers, and ASMs of any type with a range in excess of 600 kilometers when heavy bombers are equipped with them, to an aggregate number not to exceed 2,400.

2. Within the aggregate number provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article and subject to the provisions of this Agreement, each Party shall be free to determine the composition of this aggregate.

3. a. For each heavy bomber equipped for [ASM] (air-to-surface missiles of any type with a range in excess of 600 kilometers), the aggregate number provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article shall include the minimum number of such missiles for which such bomber is equipped for one operational mission.

b. A heavy bomber equipped only for [ASM] (air-to-surface missiles of any type with a range in excess of 600 kilometers) shall not itself be included in the aggregate number provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article.

5. The Parties undertake to consider as subject to the aggregate limitation provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article all land-mobile ballistic missile launchers compatible with launching an ICBM.

The removal of brackets in this paragraph was agreed in the Drafting Working Group on August 21. The Soviets introduced these changes in Plenary on August 15, in the Drafting Working Group on August 18 and reaffirmed them in Plenary on August 19.

The Soviets inserted the bracketed word "heavy" in Plenary on August 15 and in the Drafting Working Group on August 18. The other changes in this paragraph were agreed in the Drafting Working Group on August 21.

The substitution of "fort" for "with", for compliance with paragraph 3, was agreed in the Drafting Working Group on August 25.
ARTICLE IV

1. The Parties undertake not to start construction of additional fixed [land-based] ICBM silos.

2. The Parties undertake not to relocate [existing] fixed ICBM launchers.


4.1 [4.2] The Parties undertake to the process of modernization and replacement not to increase [the original] internal length or the original [internal diameter] of [land-based] ICBM silo launchers by more than [15%] [15-25%] percent. (In the event both those dimensions are increased, the sum of such increases, each expressed as a percentage of the original dimension, shall not exceed 15 percent.)

4.1 [4.2] The Parties undertake:

(a) not to supply [fixed land-based] ICBM launcher deployment fields [, units or bases] with identical [ICBMS] in excess of a number consistent with normal deployment, maintenance, training, and replacement requirements;

(b) not to provide storage facilities for or to store [ICBMs] in excess of normal deployment requirements at launch sites of fixed land-based ICBM [launch sites] launchers;

(c) not to develop, test, or deploy systems for rapid reload of [fixed land-based] ICBM launchers.

5. The Parties undertake not to develop, test, or deploy an ICBM having a volume or throw-weight greater than that of the largest heavy ICBM deployed by either Party on the date of signature of this Agreement.

6. The Parties undertake not to have under construction at any time ICBM launchers [, mobile ICBM launchers, bombers equipped for ASBM], or heavy bombers in excess of numbers consistent with a normal construction schedule.

*The U.S. has indicated that the word "original" in the U.S. draft text refers to the dimensions of an ICBM silo launcher as of May 26, 1972 or the date on which such launcher becomes operational, whichever is later. Mr. Piony on November 12 Altvizov tabled language for this paragraph and associated agreed statement:

**The U.S. on September 25 in the Drafting Working Group tabled new language for this paragraph and associated agreed statement:
"The Parties agree that normal deployment requirements as provided for in Article IV, paragraph 1, mean the deployment of only one missile for each launcher. Paragraph 7 notwithstanding, no changes shall be required in existing deployment or disengagement practices, or in storage facilities, at soft launch sites for ICBMs of older types deployed prior to 1956."

In a Chief of Delegation meeting on November 11 the Soviets tabled a new proposal for this paragraph and proposed that the negotiating record reflect the common understanding of the sides to the effect that normal deployment requirements shall mean the deployment of one missile at each fixed land-based ICBM launcher. Berezovsky confirmed these proposals at Plenary on November 12. The removal of brackets has not yet been formally agreed.

†††On October 10 the bracketing for this paragraph was agreed in the Drafting Working Group.
ARTICLE V

1. Within the aggregate number provided for in Article III each Party undertakes to limit [launchers for ICBMs and SLBMs equipped with HLV systems and ASMs equipped with NLV systems] [the number of land-based ICBM and SLBM launchers with missiles equipped with multiple independently-targetable reentry vehicles] to an aggregate number not to exceed 1,320.

2. Within the aggregate number provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article and subject to the provisions of this Agreement, each Party shall be entitled to determine the composition of this aggregate including the types and number of those launchers.

3. The Parties undertake to consider ICBM and SLBM launchers and ASMs as subject to the aggregate number provided for in this Article pursuant to the provisions of the Protocol to this Agreement, which Protocol shall be considered an integral part of this Agreement.

Paragraph 3 proposed by the American side and the provisions of the Protocol mentioned therein are rejected by the USSR Delegation on instructions of the Soviet Government as unacceptable.
ARTICLE VI

1. The limitations provided for in this Agreement shall apply to those arms which are:
   (a) operational;
   (b) in the final stage of construction;
   (c) in reserve, storage or mothballed;
   (d) undergoing overhaul, repair, conversion or modernization.

2. Those arms in the final stage of construction are:
   (a) SLBM launchers on submarines which have begun sea trials;
   (b) [mobile ICBM launchers and] 3 heavy bombers after they have been brought out of the shop, plant or other facility where their final assembly has been performed;
   (c) [ASBM] 3 [air-to-surface missiles of any type with a range in excess of 600 kilometers] 2 after a heavy bomber equipped for such missiles has been brought out of the shop, plant or other facility where its final assembly or conversion for the purpose of equipping it for such missiles has been performed.

3. The arms subject to the limitations provided for in this Agreement shall continue to be subject to these limitations until they are dismantled, destroyed or otherwise cease to be subject to these limitations under procedures agreed upon in the Standing Consultative Commission.

* The U.S. side proposes that it be agreed in the negotiating record that all fixed ICBM launchers either operational or under active construction on May 26, 1972 shall be considered operational as of October 3, 1977, unless dismantled or destroyed under SCC procedures. The Soviets inserted the bracketed word "heavy" in Plenary on August 53 and in the Drafting Working Group on August 18. The substitution of "for" for "with" in the two places that it appears, for the purpose of consistency was agreed in the Drafting Working Group on August 25. The U.S. suggested the deletion of "to be" for stylistic reasons and the Soviets agreed to this on August 28.

++Agreed in the Drafting Working Group on August 16.
ARTICLE VII

1. The limitation provided for in Article III of this Agreement shall not apply to [land-based]² ICBN and SLBM test and training launchers or to space vehicle launchers for exploration and use of outer space. [land-based]² ICBN and SLBM test and training launchers are [land-based]² ICBN and SLBM launchers used only for testing or training.²

2. The Parties agree that:

(a) there shall be no significant increase in the number of [land-based]² ICBN or SLBM test and training launchers or in the number of such launchers for [land-based]² heavy ICBM;

(b) construction or conversion of [land-based]² ICBN launchers at test ranges shall be undertaken only for purposes of testing and training;

(c) there shall be no conversion of [land-based]² ICBN test and training launchers or of space vehicle launchers into [land-based]² ICBN launchers subject to the limitations provided for in Article III of this Agreement.**

*The Parties agree that the negotiating record reflects the common understanding that the term “testing” as used in Article VII includes research and development.

**The Parties have agreed on the following Agreed Statement:

The Parties agree that the term “significant increase” in subparagraph 2(a) of Article VII means an [increase of 15 percent or more. The Parties also agree that any new [land-based]² ICBN test and training launchers which replace [land-based]² ICBN test and training launchers at test ranges will be located only at test ranges.

The U.S. proposed revised language for this Article along with an associated Agreed Statement in the Drafting Working Group on October 31. The Soviets accepted all proposed U.S. language for this Article in Plenary on October 31, with the removal of “land-based” dependent on resolution of paragraph 1 of Article VIII. The U.S. proposed language for this Article in Plenary on November 5. The Soviets agreed with the U.S. proposal for the form of the Agreed Statement and the common understanding in the Drafting Working Group on October 31. In the Drafting Working Group on October 31 editorial changes were agreed to in the second sentence of the first paragraph of this Article. The brackets in this Article were agreed in the Drafting Working Group on October 31. The U.S. stated in Plenary on November 5 that it might be desirable for the sides to diagnose current test ranges and the loading of future test ranges in the SOC. While sitting in the subsequent Chiefs of Delegation meeting that agreement on Article VIII is not contingent on this suggestion.
ARTICLE VIII

[within the limits of the aggregate number provided for in Article III, paragraph 1, each party undertakes to limit its submarine force to a number not to exceed 240.]
ARTICLE IX

The Parties undertake not to equip any type of airplane, helicopter or other aircraft, other than heavy bombers, with air-to-surface missiles with a range in excess of 600 kilometers, and not to use transport airplanes as delivery vehicles for nuclear weapons or convert them for these purposes.

* Insert: "ballistic and cruise"

The Soviets submitted revised language for this Article in Plenary on August 15.
Each Party undertakes not to develop, test or deploy:

(a) land-based1 cruise missiles [capable1 of intercontinental range, that is, a range in excess of 5,500 kilometers, or launchers for such missiles]1;

(b) sea-based cruise missiles with a range exceeding 500 kilometers;1

(c)1 [no change from the previous version]1

(d) ballistic missiles [capable of ranges in excess of 8,000 kilometers (or installation), (to be installed)2] on underwater vehicles other than submarines1, or
cruise missiles [capable of ranges in excess of 5,500 kilometers, or launchers for such missiles]1;

(e) (i) (a)2 fixed ballistic and cruise missile launchers for deployment on the ocean floor, on the seafloor, or on the beds of internal waters and island waters, or in the subsoil thereof, or on mobile launchers of such missiles, which move only in contact with the ocean floor, the seafloor, or the beds of internal waters and island waters, or, or missiles specially designed for such fixed and mobile launchers;1

(f)2 system (including fractional orbital missiles,3 for placing nuclear, chemical or any other kind of weapons of mass destruction into [earth]4 orbit around the earth or fractional orbital missiles);4

(g)1 (2)2 multiple independently-targetable reentry vehicles for air-to-surface missiles.

The sides have agreed on the following Agreed Statement:

The Parties agree that the obligations provided for in subparagraph (c) of Article X shall apply to all areas of the ocean floor and the seafloor, including the seafloor area referred to in Articles I and II of the 1971 Treaty on the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Seabed and the Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil Thereof.

In connection with this proposal, the US stated in Plenary on September 29:

"The ban on ballistic missiles on underwater vehicles other than submarines is not intended to affect the current practices of either side for transporting ballistic missiles."

The Drafting Working Group on October 10 the Soviets accepted the US revised language for this subparagraph except for the reference to missiles, and proposed a common understanding which was accepted by the US on October 14 and refined by the sides on October 16 and October 21. Then form of the common understanding was changed to an Agreed Statement in the Drafting Working Group on October 31. The US orally amended its currently bracketed language for missiles on the seafloor to add the words "spatially designed" in the Drafting Working Group on October 10 and made a formal proposal to this effect in the Drafting Working Group on October 21. On October 29 at a Chief of Delegation meeting the US agreed to include cruise missile launchers in this provision and confirmed this in the Drafting Working Group orally on October 31 and formally on November 6. This was reaffirmed by the US, In Plenary on November 5.
The Soviet Union changed their language for this proposal in Plenary on August 29 to include fractional orbital missiles. In ensuing bilateral talks Minister Komenn and General Tyurov stated that this phrase is synonymous with FOAs. The U.S. first tabled language on this proposal in Plenary on August 3 on the condition that it be broadened to include FOAs.

The U.S. tabled revised language for this paragraph in the Drafting Working Group on September 30 and on October 23 in the Drafting Working Group added "any" before, and "kind of" after the word "other". On October 3 in the Drafting Working Group and in Plenary on October 22 the U.S. stated its proposal would not require the dismantling or destruction of existing launchers.
ARTICLE XV

Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, modernization and replacement of strategic offensive arms may be carried out.
ARTICLE XIX

Strategic offensive arms which would be in excess of the numbers specified in this Agreement as well as strategic offensive arms prohibited by this Agreement shall be dismantled or destroyed within twelve months after expiration of the Interim Agreement on Certain Measures with Respect to the Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms of May 26, 1972, under procedures agreed upon in the Standing Consultative Commission.

The removal of brackets has not been formally agreed. The changes in this Article were tabled by the Soviets in Plenary on August 15.
In order to ensure the viability and effectiveness of this Agreement, each Party undertakes not to take actions which could lead to the provisions of this Agreement being weakened or circumvented through a third state or third states, or in any other manner.

The Soviet proposed revised language for this Article in Plenary on August 27. In addition, in the bilateral context, one made the following additional proposal in connection with this Article.

"Mr. Ambassador;

On instructions of its Government, the USSR Delegation today tabled a new proposal for Article XIII.

The USSR Delegation has been instructed by the Soviet Government, in tabling the new proposal for Article XIII, to propose that the U.S. side agree to the following additional proposal in connection with this Article.

The U.S. side will not deploy nuclear systems which, due to their geographical deployment, are capable of reaching the territory of the Soviet Union, but will also undertake measures to reduce them."
ARTICLE XVI
Each Party undertakes not to transfer strategic offensive arms to other states, and not to assist in their development, in particular, by transferring components, technical descriptions or blueprints for these arms.
ARTICLE XV

Each Party undertakes not to assume any international obligations which would conflict with this Agreement.
The Parties undertake to begin active negotiations at an early date after the entry into force of this Agreement, but not later than 1977, with the objective of achieving the further limitation and the reduction of strategic arms at the earliest possible date. The Parties also agree upon the objective of concluding negotiations well in advance of 1980 on an agreement to replace this Agreement upon its expiration.

The Parties declare that they will continue to act in a spirit of cooperation aimed at reducing the risk of war and limiting armaments. In no later than 1980-81 they will begin negotiations on the question of further limitations and possible reductions of strategic arms.

Minister Zemtsov in bilaterals on August 29 stated he was under instructions to propose the following statement:

"Mr. Ambassador,

The Soviet side, acting in the spirit of a constructive and responsible approach, proposes that under Article XVI of the joint draft the sides assume an obligation to begin in 1977, after entry into force of the agreement, negotiations on further limitations and possible reductions of strategic arms to take effect both before expiration of the agreement being worked out, and during the period after 1985.

In this connection, I have been instructed to state that at these negotiations the Soviet side will also raise the questions of forward-based nuclear systems and existence of nuclear weapons in third countries.

In Plenary on September 3, the Soviets repeated the substance of this proposal. In a Closed of Delegation meeting on September 10 and in Plenary on September 11 the U.S. tabled new language for this Article consistent with the Soviet proposal while rejecting any agreement that would be included on the agenda of the negotiations covered by this Article. In Plenary on September 11, Ambassador Johnson stated that the US does not agree to the inclusion of "forward-based nuclear systems and nuclear weapons in third countries" in the terms of reference for the negotiations which are the subject of the U.S. Proposal for Article XVI."
ARTICLE XVII

1. For the purpose of providing assurance of compliance with the provisions of this Agreement, each Party shall use national technical means of verification at its disposal in a manner consistent with generally recognized principles of international law.

2. Each Party undertakes not to interfere with the national technical means of verification of the other Party operating in accordance with paragraph 1 of this Article.

3. Each Party undertakes not to use deliberate concealment measures which impede verification by national technical means of compliance with the provisions of this Agreement. This obligation shall not require changes in current construction, assembly, conversion or overhaul practices. Each Party shall use its best efforts to avoid measures and practices which result in unintentionally impeding verification by national technical means of compliance with the provisions of this Agreement.

The removal of brackets in the paragraph has not been agreed. On August 8 the U.S. tabled a proposal for paragraph 3 of Article XVII with an associated agreed statement.

At a Chief of Delegation meeting on August 28 the U.S. indicated it might be able to accept the Soviet first sentence for paragraph 3 of this article on the condition of an acceptable accompanying agreed statement and on September 15 at a Chief of Delegation meeting tabled a new proposal for an agreed statement. This proposal was tabled in the Drafting Working Group on September 20 and revised on October 10 as follows:

"Deliberate concealment measures as referred to in Article XVII, paragraph 3 are those measures, including measures associated with testing, which hide or mislead, or which otherwise deliberately hinder verification by national technical means of compliance with the provisions of this Agreement."

On September 26 in the Drafting Working Group the Soviets tabled a proposed agreed statement to be associated with the first sentence of this paragraph, modifying it on October 3 in the Drafting Working Group and on October 14 in tabling two proposed revisions as follows:

"Deliberate concealment measures, as referred to in Article XVII, paragraph 3, are special measures, for hiding or concealing, which deliberately hinder or impede verification of compliance with the provisions of this Agreement by national technical means operating in accordance with paragraph 1 of the above Article."

"Deliberate concealment measures as referred to in Article XVII, paragraph 3, are special measures for hiding or concealing, which deliberately hinder verification of compliance with the provisions of this Agreement by national technical means."
1. To promote the objectives and implementation of the provisions of this Agreement, the Parties shall use the Standing Consultative Commission established by the Memorandum of Understanding Between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics Regarding the Establishment of a Standing Consultative Commission of December 21, 1972.

2. Within the framework of the Standing Consultative Commission, with respect to this Agreement, the Parties will:

   (a) as the first session following the entry into force of this Agreement, and twice annually thereafter, exchange information on the numbers by category of their strategic offensive arms limited by this Agreement;\[1\]

   (b) agree upon procedures and dates for dismantling or destruction of strategic offensive arms in cases provided for by the provisions of this Agreement, and agree upon procedures and dates which would provide criteria for inclusion in the limitations of this Agreement of removal of strategic offensive arms limited by this Agreement during the course of replacement or conversion (of such arms from the aggregate numbers when they otherwise cease to be subject to the limitations provided for in this Agreement).\[2\] Notification of dismantling or destruction, replacement, and conversion activities shall be given twice annually. Such notification shall include actions completed in the last six months, currently underway, and to be taken over the next six months;\[1\]

   (c) consider questions concerning compliance with the obligations assumed and related situations which may be considered ambiguous;\[3\]

   (d) similar inquiries as appropriate, and provide information on a voluntary basis (such information may include, by way of reply to such inquiries, that either Party considers necessary to assure confidence in compliance with the obligations assumed;\[3\]

   (e) consider questions involving unintended interference with national technical means of verification;\[3\]

   (f) consider possible changes in the strategic situation which have a bearing on the provisions of this Agreement;\[3\]

   (g) consider as appropriate, possible proposals for further measures limiting strategic arms;\[4\]

   (h) consider as appropriate, proposals for further measures limiting strategic arms;\[4\]
The Soviets tabled in Plenary their proposal for paragraph (c) of Article II on July 6. The removal of brackets in this paragraph was agreed in the Drafting Working Group on August 28. The Soviets originally proposed in the Drafting Working Group following the AHS order, precisely with U.S.-proposed subparagraph (a) included in brackets in the subparagraph on voluntary exchange of information. On August 28 the Soviets in the Drafting Working Group agreed to include U.S.-proposed subparagraph (a) in a separate bracketed subparagraph. And on August 29 Ambassador Johnson gave to Minister Serov in a private meeting a new U.S. proposal for the article (b). On September 4 in the Drafting Working Group informal exchanges took place which included the agreed bracketing. The U.S. included its new formulation of subparagraph (c) in this document. On September 5 the U.S. tabled this formulation in Plenary. The Soviets introduced new language for their subparagraphs (b) and (c) in a United Nations informal meeting on September 15. At Plenary on September 17 in the Drafting Working Group on September 15. U.S. interpreters believe that "direct" is a better translation than "address" of the first word of the Soviet proposal of subparagraph (c)/(b) and that "as appropriate" can be substituted for "as necessary" to be consistent with the translation in subparagraphs (c)/(b) and (b). The bracketing is not yet formally agreed.
ARTICLE XIII

(Either Party may propose amendments to this Agreement. Agreed amendments shall come into force in accordance with the procedures provising the entry into force of this Agreement.)
1. This Agreement shall enter into force on the day of the exchange of appropriate documents in accordance with the constitutional procedures of each Party. Its provisions shall become effective on October 3, 1977, except that specific provisions not inconsistent with the Interim Agreement, as agreed by the Parties, will become effective upon entry into force of this Agreement. This Agreement shall remain in force until December 31, 1985, unless revoked earlier by an Agreement further limiting strategic offensive arms. (This Agreement shall be subject to approval in accordance with the established procedures of each Party.)

The Agreement shall enter into force on the day of the exchange of appropriate documents and will cover the period from October 3, 1977, to December 31, 1985.

2. Each Party shall, in exercising its national sovereignty, have the right to withdraw from this agreement if it decides that extraordinary, events related to the subject matter of this Agreement have jeopardized its supreme interests. It shall give notice of its decision to the other Party six months prior to withdrawal from the Agreement. Such notice shall include a statement of the extraordinary events the notifying Party regards as having jeopardized its supreme interests.

Done at ____________ on ____________, each in the English and Russian languages, both text being equally authentic.

For the United States of America: ____________________________

For the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: ____________________________
Protocol* to the Agreement Between the
United States of America
and the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
on the
Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms

The United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, hereinafter referred to as the Parties,

Having agreed on an aggregate limitation on launchers for ICBMs and SLBMs equipped with MIRV system and ABMs equipped with MIRV system,

Have agreed as follows:

1. The Parties undertake to consider as subject to the aggregate limitation provided for in Article V of the Agreement Between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms (the Agreement):

   (a) fixed ICBM launchers the construction of which was initiated after July 1, 1970 and fixed ICMB launchers converted after July 1, 1972, through changes in length or diameter or through other modifications, so as to permit the deployment on such launchers of missiles equipped with MIRV systems;

   (b) SLBM launchers converted through changes in length or diameter or through other modifications, so as to permit the deployment on such launchers of missiles equipped with MIRV systems;

   (c) SLBM launchers on all submarines of a given class if a missile equipped with a MIRV system has been deployed on an SLBM launcher on any submarine of the same class;

   (d) The provisions of the Protocol proposed by the U.S. side are rejected by the USSR Delegation on instructions of the Soviet Government as unacceptable.

* The provisions of the Protocol proposed by the U.S. side are rejected by the USSR Delegation on instructions of the Soviet Government as unacceptable.
2. With respect to the conversion of launchers for, and bombers equipped with, missiles not equipped with MIRV systems to launchers for, and bombers equipped with, missiles equipped with MIRV systems, the limitation provided for in Article V of the Agreement shall apply to:

(a) fixed ICBM launchers when conversion begins;
(b) mobile ICBM launchers when such launchers are first brought out of the conversion facility;
(c) SLBM launchers when the first submarine of a class carrying such launchers first goes to sea after conversion;
(d) ASWAs when a bomber equipped with such missiles is first brought out of the conversion facility.

3. A missile launcher, or ASW, subject to the aggregate limitation of Article V of the Agreement shall continue to be subject to such limitation until, pursuant to procedures agreed upon in the Standing Consultative Commission, such launcher, or the bomber equipped with such ASW, is destroyed or dismantled or converted to a missile launcher or bomber which is not capable of launching a missile equipped with a MIRV system.

(Other agreed provisions necessary to insure adequate verification by national technical means of the aggregate limitation on launchers for missiles equipped with MIRV systems.)

4. This Protocol shall be considered an integral part of the Agreement.

Done at___ day, in two copies, each in the English and Russian languages, both texts being equally authentic.

For the United States of America

For the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics